A High Speed Digital Vision Chip with Multi-grained Parallel Processing Capability
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Abstract

A vision chip which has massively parallel processing elements integrated with photo detectors is effective for performing high frame rate image processing. However, in designing a general-purpose vision chip, it is a problem that there is a trade-off between flexibility and the number of pixels. This paper shows a new architecture and sample algorithms of a vision chip that has a function to chain processing elements. A prototype chip with 64 x 64 pixels using the 0.35μm CMOS process is also shown.

1 Introduction

A vision chip is a CMOS image sensor each pixel of which has a processing element (PE). It can perform not only image capture but also on-chip computation over captured images such as image filtering and feature extraction. Compared with a system in which a sensor and a processor are separated, the vision chip need not to scan out images and transmit them to the processor. Therefore it can handle high frame rate images in real-time not using high-bandwidth communication which consumes much power.

We have been developed vision chips and systems introducing digitally-designed PEs[1, 2, 3, 4, 5], and have applied them to high speed visual feedback for controlling mechanical devices such as cameras, microscopes, and robots[6, 7, 8, 9]. The chips are also expected to be used for inspection, monitoring, human interface and so on.

In designing a vision chip, it is desirable to make it programmable for wide use. However, there is a trade-off between flexibility and the number of pixels. In order to raise the flexibility of image processing, it is necessary to raise the capability of each PE. As a result, the circuit area of the PE grows larger and the number of pixels to be integrated in one chip decreases.

In order to solve the problem, a new architecture of a vision chip has been designed in which several PEs can be chained. In this paper we describe the designed architecture and algorithms, and a prototype chip is shown.

2 Architecture

The structure of the entire chip is shown in Fig. 1. PEs are arranged in a two-dimensional array and a photo detector (PD) is attached to each PE. Each PE is connected to up, down, left, and right PEs and performs neighbor communication. For every row and column, a common global bus is arranged and data are given to the buses from outside via shift registers. As a processed result, scalar values are output in a bit-serial manner via column cumulative adders connected to right-end PEs.

Fig. 1: Structure of the Entire Chip.
each of up, down, left, right, and zero as an input of neighbor communication according to the status of the condition register in the memory space.

In addition, two neighboring PEs can be connected together by setting one of the ALU inputs to neighbor and enabling the latch N. By connecting PEs in series, several PEs can be chained. The procedure is that 0 is selected as the inter-PE input in the PE at the starting point and then the PEs are connected one after another to the terminal point. Examples of the PE Chains are shown in Fig. 3.

The chained PEs process cumulative operations. By connecting the output of the ALU to the ALU input of the neighboring PE, the ALUs are multi-staged. Examples of cumulative operations are shown in Fig. 4. By selecting logical OR, addition, or carry calculation as an operation, cumulative logical OR, cumulative addition, or multi-bit addition is performed respectively.

In the chained PEs, the ALUs are multi-staged via a latch, not a flip-flop. This makes them perform cumulative operations efficiently. Compared with the chain via a latch and a flip-flop, the total of each PE delay is almost the same but in the former the variation of each PE delay is canceled. Also, one flip-flop for one PE requires very high control frequency but generally there is an upper limit in control frequency.

Such chained PEs can be regarded as a large PE. If n PEs are chained, The ALUs are multi-staged and behave as an n bit ALU. Memory capacity is also multiplied by n. Therefore, it is possible to raise PE performance by chaining many PEs. Also, in chained PEs, data broadcast using cumulative logical OR can be performed freely.

3 Algorithms

The mesh-connected network hardware proposed architecture introduces is effective in the image preprocessing called early visual processing. For example, supposing the cycle time per instruction (read data from memory, write result to memory, write result to the latch, etc.) to be 100ns, edge detection over a binary/6bit image is performed in 3.1/19µs. Smoothing over a binary/6bit image is performed in 4.7/15µs. Using the previous frame information, target tracking over a binary image is performed in 3.4µs.

The position of a target is indispensable information to visual feedback. Chaining PEs in rows and performing cumulative addition operations, row summations can be calculated efficiently. The summation of an entire image is calculated by column adder from the row summations. Calculating summations of images masked by signals from common global bus, moments can also be calculated. From the summation
Fig. 5: Local Feature Value Feedback.

(0th moment) and 1st moments, the position is obtained. For example, calculation of the position of 64×64 image is performed in 40μs supposing that the cycle time per instruction for single PE operations to be 100ns and for n-stage chained PE operations 0.5μms (figures under 100μs is rounded up)

In chained PEs, local feature value feedback is realized by calculating a feature value using summation and then distributing the result to the PEs using broadcast with each bit stored to one PE. All processes are performed in a bit-serial manner and do not consume temporary memory. The procedure is shown in Fig. 5. A PE in a block is used as a pixel in an image at one time and is used as a bit in a word at another time. This provides more effective memory use.

Parallel block matching is an example of an algorithm using local feature value feedback. It is an algorithm to search, from two images, the direction where each block in one image shifts in another image. By calculating matching of two successive frames, an optical flow is obtained that can be applied to motion measurement and motion stereo. Every SAD (summation of the absolute of difference) is calculated as one image is moved spirally, and the minimum SAD and the index are updated when the SAD is larger than the old minimum SAD.

Normally, it takes considerable time to calculate a summation for obtaining an SAD and it is difficult to repeat the calculation many times. However, since the summation in a block can be calculated efficiently, it can be performed in a reasonable time in this chip. For example, in the case the block size is 8×8 and search area is 5×5 and in the same condition for position calculation, the processing time is 1.3μms. Also, the SAD, the minimum, and the index are distributed to several PEs dispersedly without using much memory.

Among conventional SIMD processors for image processing, there are column-parallel processors, in which each column has a PE. These types of processors are slower than fully-parallel processors as repeating operations are needed. However, they seem to raise the processing performance of each PE. Moreover, in a column-parallel processor the PE can access any pixel in the same column, which is very effective for some kinds of coordinates transform algorithms.

The proposed architecture can emulate a column-parallel processor by chaining PEs in a column. 90 degree rotation, expand, shrink, and parallel shift are examples of coordinates transform algorithms. In the 90 degree rotation algorithm, a column is transposed to a row for every column via the diagonal line. Data transfer in the same column or row is performed using broadcast. Expand, shrink and parallel shift can be achieved by copying the pixel values in the row direction for every column, and then doing the same in the column direction for every row. In the case the number of pixels is 64×64 and in the same condition for position calculation, the processing time of 90 degree rotation is 330μs and that of expand, shrink or parallel shift is 400μs.

4 Prototype Chip

Based on the proposed architecture, we have developed a prototype chip. The chip has 64×64 pixels in a 5.4mm x 5.4mm area using the 0.35μm TLM CMOS process. The area of the PE is as small as 67.4μm x 67.4μm. This means that 256×256 pixels can be integrated in about a 1.8cm x 1.8cm chip and the standard pixel number as an image processing device is achievable. Fig. 6 shows a photograph of the chip.

Using this chip, some image processing is performed. Though it is proper usage that the vision chip output only the scalar feature values, the images are output here for showing the visual results.

Fig. 7 shows the results of early visual processing
5 Conclusion

We describe the new architecture of the vision chip that can perform flexible and high level image processing by chaining several PEs. In our proposed architecture, multi-grained image processing is realized. The 64×64 pixels prototype chip has successfully been developed. We expect that this vision chip will widen the application range of high speed visual feedback.
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